Final Program

The venue is the Castle Hill High School.

Doors will open at 8am.

We ask that competitors are ready 30 minutes prior to their scheduled start times. All times in the program are approximate.

Audience tickets will be $10 each, per session or $20 full day. CASH ONLY

Kids under 4 free. Mums and caregivers putting their child on stage are required to have an audience ticket if they are wanting to watch from the audience.

Morning Adjudicator: Patricia Napolitano
Afternoon and evening adjudicator: Korelle Murray

We donate $5 from every solo item to charity, and rely on volunteers particularly when travelling interstate. If anyone would like to volunteer for a half hour time slot to write for our adjudicator please contact Jo as soon as possible.

8:30-9am
9-9:30am
12:30-1:00pm
4:00-4:30pm
8:00-8:30pm

Thanks in advance!

Music - CD or USB. One track per device. It’s a very full schedule so please make sure its one track per device, and clearly labelled with Competitor Name, Section and if they start On or Off stage. We ask that everyone has a back up on the day.

We ask that NO loose glitter, or props containing glitter are used at this venue please. There is very little room side stage for props. These can be stored in a small foyer adjacent to the stage. Please look for the signs.

Privacy change tents will be available for use. It is your responsibility to keep your child safe and particularly your responsibility to make sure your child is “covered up” whilst changing. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.

Please note: Due to stage surface issues last regional, we have purchased Tarkett and will have it laid for the comp on Sunday!
The Canteen Crew will also be there with tasty treats and drinks! 
Sydney Program 8:30am start – doors open 8am

12&U Star Broadway Jazz
01 Alyssa Latta
02 Chelsea Halliday
03 Kaitlyn Irvine

10&U Star Hip Hop
01 Autumn Tisdell

14&U Star Vocals Only
01 Lucie Spencer

5&U Jazz Star
01 Lydia Sun

12&U Star Classical Ballet
01 Isabella Andis

8&U Jazz Star
01 Cassandra Perez
02 Tayla Moore
03 Lilliana Dunn

10&U Star Student Choreography
01 Jorja McKnight

10&U Star Contemporary
01 Sarah De Luca

12&U Star Student Choreography
01 Alyssa Latta

12&U Star Contemporary
01 Chelsea Halliday
02 Kaitlyn Irvine

9&U Star Broadway Jazz
01 Autumn Tisdell
02 Lilliana Dunn

14&U Star Lyrical
01 Lucie Spencer
8&U Elite Vocals Only
01 Casandra Perez

Senior Teen Elite Lyrical
01 Breanna Warters

Presentations
Session 2, approx. 10:00am start.

10&U Broadway Jazz Elite
01 Kaylee Buddingh
02 Sierra Walker
03 Imogen Pride
04 Isabel Piper
05 Emily Stevenson

8&U Elite Contemporary
01 Holly Robinson
02 Lara North

8&U Broadway Jazz Elite
01 Isabelle Falcon

8&U Star Contemporary
01 Lilliana Dunn

10&U Elite Lyrical
01 Sophie Dubock
02 Inika Narayan
03 Savannah Taylor
04 Imogen Pride
05 Sierra Walker
06 Isabel Piper
07 Autumn Tisdell
08 Emily Stevenson
09 Kaylee Buddingh

PRESENTATIONS
Session 3, 11:00am (approx.)

8&U Elite Song and Tap
01 Cassandra Perez

8&U Elite Jazz
01 Lara North
02 Isabelle Falcon
03 Holly Robinson

10&U Elite Hip Hop
01 Sophie Dubock
02 Savannah Taylor
03 Isabel Piper

14&U Star Lyrical Duo
01 Grace Robinson and Olivia Carr

10&U Elite Jazz
01 Evelyn Sneddon
02 Inika Narayan
03 Imogen Pride
04 Sophie Dubock
05 Emily Stevenson
06 Savannah Taylor
07 Kaylee Buddingh
08 Sierra Walker
09 Isabel Piper

8&U Elite Lyrical
01 Isabelle Falcon
02 Holly Robinson
03 Lara North

PRESENTATIONS Session 3, 12:30 start

8&U Tap Troupe
01 Centre Stage

12&U Jazz Star
01 Kaitlyn Irvine
02 Chelsea Halliday
8&U Lyrical Star
01 Emma Cherry
02 Cassandra Perez
03 Lilliana Dunn

10&U Lyrical Star
01 Makenzie Williams
02 Sarah De Luca
03 Alexandra Mason
04 Savannah Nipperess

8&U Jazz Troupe
01 Centre Stage

16&U Star Contemporary
01 Zoe Mills
02 Kiara Steele

8&U Elite Classical Ballet
01 Isabelle Falcon
02 Holly Robinson

12&U Elite Tap
01 Riley Gundy
02 Estella Beltran

8&U Lyrical Troupe
01 Centre Stage

14&U Elite Broadway Jazz
01 Brooke Halliday

12&U Contemporary Duo/Trio 01 Ella Harris, Ava Spooner, Alyssa Leeson

Presentations

Session 4 approximate start 2:00pm
16&U Elite Contemporary Duo/Trio
01 Maya Edwards, Emily Kay, Kiara Steele
02 Kelly Tintinger and Kaycee Hassarati

12&U Elite Classical Ballet
01 Isabel Eason

12&U Star Lyrical
01 Kaitlyn Irvine
02 Chelsea Halliday
03 Monique Courtois
04 Alyssa Latta

10&U Elite Tap
01 Isabel Piper
02 Sophie Dubock
03 Imogen Pride

16&U Star Student Choreography
01 Maya Edwards
02 Kelly Tintinger

14&U Elite Tap
01 Brianna Thurling

8&U Hip Hop Troupe
01 Centre Stage

Presentations

**Junior Improv Challenge**
Isabelle Falcon 8
Emily Stevenson 9
Holly Robinson 7
Jorja McKnight 9
Autumn Tisdell 9

**Intermediate Improv Challenge**
Inika Narayan 10
Kaylee Buddingh 10
Alyssa Latta 11
Monique Courtois 11
Tania 12
Grace Robinson 12

**Senior Improv Challenge**
Jasmine Birch 13
Session 5 approximately 3:30pm

12&U Jazz Troupe
01 Centre Stage
02 Constant Groove

14&U Elite Lyrical
01 Brooke Williams
02 Charlotte Sutherland
03 Maddison Irving
04 Brianna Thurling
05 Amber-Jade Smith
06 Brooke Halliday

10&U Elite Classical Ballet
01 Sierra Walker
02 Isabel Piper
03 Emily Stevenson
04 Kaylee Budding
05 Imogen Pride

10&U Jazz Star
01 Alexandra Mason
02 Jorja McKnight
03 Savannah Nipperess

12&U Lyrical Troupe
01 Centre Stage

14&U Elite Jazz Duo/Trio
01 Ella Harris, Ava Spooner, Alyssa Leeson

12&U Star Hip Hop
01 Chelsea Halliday
02 Kaitlyn Irvine

12&U Hip Hop Duo
01 Monqiue Courtois and

PRESENTATIONS
Session 6 approx. 5:00pm

12&U Tap Troupe
01 Centre Stage

12&U Elite Contemporary
01 Chloe Gourley
02 Ava Spooner
03 Grace Robinson
04 Montana Irving
05 Isabel Eason

12&U Elite Hip Hop
01 Estella Beltran
02 Monique Courtois

14&U Elite Student Choreography
01 Brianna Thurling
02 Jasmine Birch
03 Amber-Jade Smith

10&U Elite Contemporary
01 Kaylee Buddingh
02 Sierra Walker
03 Isabel Piper
04 Savannah Taylor
05 Sophie Dubock
06 Imogen Pride

12&U Hip Hop Troupe
01 Centre Stage

16&U Star Broadway Jazz
01 Maya Edwards

12&U Elite Broadway Jazz
01 Grace Robinson
02 Isabel Eason
03 Monique Courtois
Presentations

Session 7 approx 6:30pm

14&U Star Classical Ballet
01 Charlotte Sutherland

12&U Elite Lyrical
01 Montana Irving
02 Estella Beltran
03 Julia Thompson
04 Chloe Gourley
05 Mary Eberand
06 Isabel Eason
07 Grace Robinson

14&U Tap Troupe
01 Centre Stage

16&U Elite Student Choreography
01 Saskia Jane

12&U Broadway Jazz Troupe
01 Centre Stage

14&U Elite Hip Hop
01 Brianna Thurling
02 Amber-Jade Smith

12&U Elite Jazz
01 Riley Gundy
02 Mary Eberand
03 Grace Robinson
04 Montana Irving
05 Julia Thompson
06 Chloe Gourley
07 Estella Beltran

14&U Lyrical Troupe
01 Rising Stars Dance Academy
02 Centre Stage
16&U Star Neo Classical
01 Saskia Jane

14&U Elite Jazz
01 Charlotte Sutherland
02 Brianna Thurling
03 Maddison Irving 04 Amber-Jade Smith

Presentations

Session 8, approximately 8:00pm

14&U Contemporary troupe
01 Centre Stage

16&U Elite Contemporary
01 Stefanie Bruzze
02 Saskia Jane
03 Brooke Halliday

14&U Elite Contemporary
01 Charlotte Sutherland
02 Brianna Thurling
03 Amber-Jade Smith
04 Brooke Williams
05 Maddison Irving
06 Brooke Halliday

14&U Jazz Troupe
01 Centre Stage

16&U Elite Tap
01 Courtney Thompson
02 Stefanie Bruzze

16&U Elite Lyrical
01 Kiara Steele
02 Maya Edwards
03 Saskia Jane
04 Courtney Thompson
05 Brooke Halliday

14&U Hip Hop Troupe
01 Centre Stage
Presentations

Close approx. 9:30pm